
Convetive-sale data assimilation of satellite infraredradianes over the Mediterranean: adaptation of theobservation operator to the high-resolution.Fanny Du�ourg, Véronique Duroq, Geneviève Jaubert, Nadia Fourrié andVinent GuidardNational Centre for Meteorologial Researh CNRM/GAME(Météo-Frane/CNRS - National Centre for Sienti� Researh)Mesosale Meteorology Department (GMME)AbstratFine sale phenomena are still badly grasped whereas they are an important hallenge totake up. For that reason, some meteorologial entres have reently developed numerialweather predition models with a kilometri mesh that expliitly resolve moist onvetiveproesses. With this higher resolution, new problems, partiularly in assimilation, haveappeared. For example, the model mesh is now smaller than any satellite observationspot. As a onsequene, we need to gather model information from di�erent grid pointsto simulate orretly the brightness temperature measured. This issue is examined morespei�ally for the newly developed onvetive sale 3D-Var data assimilation system ofMétéo-Frane: AROME. In AROME, satellite observations are simulated thanks to theRTTOV radiative transfer model. The brightness temperature is estimated at the entre ofthe satellite observation spot using the four losest model olumns surrounding this point.This interpolation proedure omes from previous assimilation systems for whih the modelmesh was larger than the observation spot. But with �ne sale data assimilation systemssuh as AROME (2.5 km), suh a proedure is no longer valid as a single AIRS or IASIobservation spot overs more than 12 model grid points at nadir. That is why, in this study,we explore di�erent ways of aggregating the model information within a satellite spot inorder to better represent the whole atmosphere sounded at one by these instruments. Wethen ompare the di�erent brightness temperatures obtained by using RTTOV with thesedi�erent aggregating methods. The �rst results show almost no di�erenes for temperaturehannels (the di�erenes in brightness temperature are smaller than 0.1 K) but bigger ones(from 0.5 K to 1 K) for water vapour hannels in some plaes where important gradientsin the humidity �eld are present.IntrodutionA number of meteorologial entres have reently developed onvetive-sale numerialweather predition systems with the spei� aim of improving foreasts of high impatweather events. Their kilometri grid-mesh, nonhydrostati equations and improved mi-rophysis enable the expliit treatment of atmospheri deep onvetion. The representa-tion of the preipitating systems is thus signi�antly improved. But this ability to simulatethe dynamial and physial proesses at a �ne sale is not always su�ient to prevent badforeasts: if some mesosale key ingredients are missing in the initial onditions, the modelannot then reprodue the preipitating systems. In agreement with these two remarks,
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ase studies fousing on Mediterranean heavy rainfall events have already shown signi�antimprovements using nonhydrostati onvetive-sale researh models. But these studieshave also pointed out the neessity to improve the initial mesosale onditions (Duroqet al. 2002, Guidard et al. 2006 with a 10 km mesh model). This is partiularly true forthe initial moisture �eld: Mediterranean heavy rainfall events are very sensitive to the �nesale struture of this highly variable �eld whih presents strong gradients.Convetive-sale assimilation of observations over sea is a way to improve the initialonditions of kilometri sale models. Suh improvement is of partiular importane inase of Mediterranean heavy rainfall events as they originate from the Mediterranean Sea(Nuissier et al. 2007, Riard et al. 2007). Over sea, satellite data are nearly the onlyroutinely available observations with a su�ient overage. With the new infrared soundersIASI (Cayla 2001, Chalon et al. 2001) and AIRS (Pagano et al. 2002, Aumann et al.2003), we now have high-resolution and very aurate information on temperature andhumidity over sea. IASI sounds indeed the atmosphere with an horizontal resolution of12 km at nadir and a vertial resolution �ner than 1 km. The auray of its measurementsis better than 1 K for temperature retrievals and 10 % below 500 hPa for relative humidityretrievals. The initial analysis may therefore gain a lot from the �ne-sale assimilation ofsuh preise information over sea.However the assimilation of satellite data in a onvetive-sale data assimilation systemis not straightforward as new problems arise with the inrease of resolution. In partiular,the simulation of brightness temperatures from a high-resolution model for its omparisonwith observations raises new questions. Indeed, the model mesh is now smaller than anysatellite observation spot. As a onsequene, we need to aggregate model information fromdi�erent grid points to simulate orretly the brightness temperature measured, whereaswith previous larger-sale assimilation systems we ould use a single model olumn. This iswhat this work is about, fousing on IASI and AIRS beause of their partiularly interestingharateristis.The main purpose here is to evaluate the impat on infrared radianes simulation ofusing all atmospheri model information ontained in the observation spot instead of onlythe single vertial olumn situated at the entre of the observation spot. This issue is ex-amined more spei�ally for the newly developed onvetive sale 3D-Var data assimilationsystem of Météo-Frane: AROME. For that, we develop di�erent ways of aggregating themodel information within a IASI or AIRS spot so as to better represent the whole atmo-sphere sounded at one by these instruments. These new methods as well as the urrentone will be presented in the �rst setion along with the IASI, AIRS and AROME systemmain harateristis. Then, the various methods are evaluated statistially and �nally themost important di�erenes are haraterised thanks to a ase study.IASI and AIRS radianes simulationIASI and AIRS radianesIASI (Cayla 2001, Chalon et al. 2001) and AIRS (Pagano et al. 2002, Aumann et al. 2003)are hyperspetral infrared passive sounders, respetively on board the European and theAmerian polar orbiting satellites MetOp and Aqua. They measure the radiation omingout of the atmosphere in thousands of hannels in the infrared spetrum. This outgoingradiation is strongly linked with the onentrations of various atmospheri gases, withhumidity and temperature. Thus, thanks to their numerous hannels (8461 for IASI and
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2378 for AIRS) with high spetral resolution (0.25 m−1 for IASI and from 2.2 m−1 at3.7 µm to 0.5 m−1 at 15.4 µm for AIRS), IASI and AIRS measurements provide veryaurate information on temperature and humidity (1 K for temperature retrievals and10 % below 500 hPa for relative humidity retrievals with 1 km vertial resolution).IASI and AIRS are nadir-viewing sounders: they san the atmosphere below the satel-lite for di�erent look positions along a plane whih is perpendiular to the satellite orbittrak. When looking at an o�-nadir position, the atmosphere is sanned along a slantedline-of-sight. Table 1 gives the maximum angle formed between the line-of-sight and thenadir diretion. As IASI and AIRS �elds-of-view are respetively 0.825◦ and 1.1◦, thehorizontal resolution of their measurements varies with the san angle. The minimum (atnadir) and maximum (at swath edge) values are given in table 1.Instrument Horizontal resolution at Maximum Horizontal resolution at swathnadir (diameter san angle edge (major and minor axesof the irular spot) of the ellipsoidal spot)IASI 12 km 48.3◦ 38 km × 20 kmAIRS 13.5 km 49.5◦ 40 km × 22 kmTable 1: IASI and AIRS geometrial harateristisThe AROME 3D-VarSuh high-resolution and very aurate information on temperature and humidity is veryinteresting to assimilate in a onvetive-sale model suh as AROME, the newly developednumerial weather predition system of Météo-Frane. AROME is to beome operationalby the end of the year 2008.This model has a grid mesh of 2.5 km and 41 unequally spaed vertial levels up to1.36 hPa. Its dynamis is based on non-hydrostati equations. Many physial proessessuh as loud mirophysis, deep onvetion or turbulene are expliitly resolved whileshallow onvetion, radiation, et. remain parametrized. Cloud proesses are partiularlywell desribed beause of the expliit treatment of loud mirophysis but also thanks tothe detailed desription of hydrometeors through �ve di�erent speies: liquid water, rainwater, loud ie, snow and graupels.AROME has its own 3D-Var data assimilation proess, yled every 3 h: eah y-le produes 3 h foreasts whih are used as bakground �elds for the next analysis inthe next yle. In the AROME 3D-Var, inherited from the ALADIN one (Fisher et al.2005), satellite radianes (previously onverted into brightness temperatures thanks to thePlank funtion) are diretly assimilated, without any previous retrieval. For that, thebakground and the satellite observations have to be ompared diretly in terms of bright-ness temperatures. This is performed by alulating simulated brightness temperaturesfrom the bakground and by omparing them with the observed brightness temperatures.Simulation of satellite radianes with the urrent observation operatorThe simulation of satellite brightness temperatures from the bakground is performed intwo main steps, grouped together in the observation operator. The �rst step aims at
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forming a model olumn that represents the atmosphere sounded and the seond step isthe e�etive brightness temperature alulation, using the model olumn formed in the�rst step.In the AROME data assimilation proess, the brightness temperature alulation isperformed with the RTTOV radiative transfer model (Saunders and Brunel 2005).Currently, the model olumn representing the sounded atmosphere is estimated at theentre of the satellite observation spot by interpolating the four losest model olumnssurrounding this point. This proedure, hereafter referred to as Tb1olumn, omes fromprevious assimilation systems for whih the model mesh is larger than the observation spot.It is however very rough for a 2.5 km resolution model: a single IASI or AIRS observationspot overs more than 12 AROME grid points at nadir, about a hundred at swath edge, andall these points ontribute similarly to the measure (the instrument point spread funtionis quasi-uniform over the spot).Adaptations of the observation operator to the onvetive-saleWe have modi�ed the observation operator to aggregate the model information within thesatellite spots.A �rst modi�ation a�ets the representation of the sounded atmosphere. We nowompute the mean of all the model olumns loated in the observation spot and use thismean model olumn as representative of the sounded atmosphere to estimate the brightnesstemperature with RTTOV. This new operator is alled hereafter Tbspot1.In order to be further lose to the way of how the instrument measurement is ahieved,we also average the brightness temperatures estimated for eah model olumn in the spotrather than estimate the brightness temperature from an averaged model information.This third version of the observation operator, alled Tbspot2, is however muh moreomputing time onsuming whih is an important drawbak for an operational use.Statistial evaluation of the new observation operatorsEvaluation methodWe will now evaluate the impat of these modi�ations of the observation operator. Forthat, IASI and AIRS brightness temperatures are simulated using the three observationoperators at eah lear AROME grid point situated over the Mediterranean Sea. We on-sider that a grid point is lear if the model ontains less than 10
−6 kg of hydrometeorsper kg of air in the whole sounded atmosphere. These simulations are performed for allAROME analyses (every 3 hours) of September 2007. The brightness temperatures arealulated only for tropospheri hannels beause there are not enough AROME levels inthe stratosphere to ensure a good representation of the radiative transfer in this part ofthe atmosphere. For AIRS, the alulations are performed for all the tropospheri han-nels that are not blaklisted in the data assimilation proess of the ECMWF's IntegratedForeasting System. For IASI, we also ompute only the tropospheri hannels that arenot blaklisted in the ECMWF's IFS for the temperature band. For IASI water vapourband, we ompute all the tropospheri hannels. With all these data, we ompute statistisof the brightness temperature di�erenes between alulations using the three observationoperators presented above.
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For referene, the instrument noise is also evaluated in terms of Noise Equivalent Dif-ferential Temperature (NEDT). For IASI we took the NEDT values at 280 K given inBlumstein (2007), for AIRS the values at 250 K given in Pagano et al. (2002 and 2003)and, for eah hannel, we omputed the NEDT values at the mean brightness tempera-ture over the month and at the mean brightness temperature plus or minus the brightnesstemperature standard-deviation over the month (to get an idea of the variation of theinstrument noise).To maximize the potential di�erenes between the alulations using the various opera-tors, the brightness temperatures are simulated for the maximum san angle and thereforethe maximum size of observation spot.Di�erenes between the various observation operatorsDi�erenes between Tbspot1 and Tb1olumnFigures 1 and 2 show the standard-deviations of the brightness temperature di�er-enes between alulations using simply averaged (Tbspot1) and puntual (Tb1olumn)model information, together with the instruments Noise Equivalent Di�erential Tempera-ture (NEDT).
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Figure 1: Standard-deviation of the brightness temperature di�erenes between alula-tions using Tbspot1 and Tb1olumn and instrument Noise Equivalent Di�erential Tem-perature (NEDT) for IASI and AIRS water vapour hannels.We an see on �gure 1 that the standard-deviations of the brightness temperature(Tb) di�erenes between alulations using Tbspot1 and Tb1olumn are larger than theinstrument noise for all AIRS water vapour hannels and for IASI water vapour hannelspeaking under 350 hPa (wavelengths between 7 µm and 7.6 µm). Therefore, for all thesehannels, there are signi�ant di�erenes between the simple new observation operatorTbspot1 and the urrent one Tb1olumn.However, the di�erenes between Tbspot1 and Tb1olumn are negligible for tempera-ture hannels (f. �g. 2 for IASI).For eah temperature and water vapour hannel, the average of the brightness temper-ature di�erenes is very lose to 0 K: no new biases have been introdued.
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Figure 3: Standard-deviation of the di�erenes between alulations using Tbspot2 andTbspot1 and instrument Noise Equivalent Di�erential Temperature (NEDT) for IASI andAIRS water vapour hannels.The di�erenes between the two new observation operators are globally negligible (f.�g. 3) even if Tbspot1 sometimes gives slightly larger - and probably overestimated -di�erenes with Tb1olumn than Tbspot2, in partiular when we have large di�ereneswith Tb1olumn (f. �g. 4). As a onsequene, the more realisti observation operatorTbspot2 being too muh omputing time onsuming for an operational and real time use,from now on, we hoose to work only with the simpler one, Tbspot1.
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Figure 4: Sattering plots omparing the brightness temperature di�erenes between al-ulations using Tbspot2 and Tb1olumn (ordinate) and the brightness temperature di�er-enes between alulations using Tbspot1 and Tb1olumn (absissa) for all IASI (on theleft) and AIRS (on the right) water vapour hannels studied.The regression line is in redand the line y=x is in blak.Charaterization of the most important di�erenesWe have seen previously that using the simple new observation operator Tbspot1 insteadof the urrent observation operator Tb1olumn may modify signi�antly the simulatedbrightness temperatures. Figure 5 shows that the importane of these modi�ations varies alot with time and that their variations are onsistent for the di�erent hannels. Thus, somespei� situations with spei� meteorologial strutures aggregate the most importantdi�erenes between alulations using the various operators while in other situations, thedi�erenes are muh smaller.
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Figure 5: Time series over September 2007 of the standard-deviation of the brightnesstemperature (Tb) di�erenes between alulations using Tbspot1 and Tb1olumn for the4 IASI 2019 (8.7 µm), 2889 (7.32 µm), 2919 (7.28 µm) and 5381 (5.03 µm) (a) and the 4AIRS 1455 (7.49 µm), 1520 (7.31 µm), 1627 (7.01 µm) and 1794 (6.4 µm) () water vapourhannels, whose weight funtions are shown on the right (b for IASI and d for AIRS).Conlusions and outlooksAggregating the model information within the satellite spot, as it is done in the new ob-servation operators Tbspot1 and Tbspot2, instead of using a single entral model olumn(Tb1olumn) leads to signi�ant di�erenes in the simulated brightness temperatures forwater vapour hannels only (peaking under 350 hPa for IASI). These di�erenes are parti-ularly important in some spei� meteorologial situations. The study of these situations(not displayed here) shows that the most important di�erenes appear in the plaes where�ne-sale humidity gradients our: with the new observation operators, the �ne-sale
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model humidity variations are �ltered whih is not the ase with the urrent observationoperator Tb1olumn.Averaging before applying the radiative transfer (Tbspot1) or after (Tbspot2) leadsin most ases in no signi�ant di�erenes. The new observation operators both simulatebrightness temperature �elds at a sale whih is more omparable with IASI and AIRSmeasurements than the urrent observation operator. This may avoid the rejetion ofsome observations or too large analysis inrements. This will be veri�ed in a future workby estimating if the brightness temperatures simulated with the new observation operatorsare really loser to the real IASI and AIRS measurements. This will help in deiding thepossible implementation of Tbspot1 in the 3D-Var AROME assimilation sheme.ReferenesAumann H., M. Chahine, C. Gautier, M. Goldberg, E. Kalnay, L. MMillin, H. Rever-omb, P. Rosenkranz, W. Smith, D. Staelin, L. Strow and J. Susskind, 2003:AIRS/AMSU/HSB on the Aqua mission: design, siene objetives, data prod-uts, and proessing systems. IEEE Trans. Geosi. Remote Sens., 41(2), 253-264.Berre L., S.E. Stefanesu and M. Belo Pereira, 2006: The representation of the analysis inthree error simulation tehniques. Tellus, 58A, 196-209.Blumstein D., 2007: In-�ight performane of the infrared atmospheri sounding interfer-ometer (IASI) on METOP-A. Presentation in SPIE onferene Atmospheri andEnvironmental Remote Sensing Data Proessing and Utilization III: Readiness forGEOSS, San Diego, CA, USA.Cayla F., 2001: L'interféromètre IASI, un nouveau sondeur satellitaire à haute résolution.La météorologie 8ème série, 32, 23-39Chalon G., F. Cayla and D. Diebel, 2001: IASI: an advaned Sounder for OperationalMeteorology. Proeedings of the 52nd Congress of IAF, Toulouse, Frane.Duroq V., D. Riard, J.-P. Lafore and F. Orain, 2002: Storm-sale numerial rainfallpredition for �ve preipitating events over Frane: on the importane of the initialhumidity �els. Wea. Foreasting, 17, 1236-1256.Fisher C., T. Montmerle, L. Berre, L. Auger and S.E. Stefanesu, 2005: An overview ofthe variational assimilation in the ALADIN/Frane numerial weather preditionsystem. Quart. J. Roy. Meteor. So., 613, 3477-3492.Guidard V., C. Fisher, M. Nuret and A. Dziedzi, 2006 : Evaluation of the ALADIN3D-Var with observations of the MAP ampaign. Meteorol. Atmos. Phys., 92,pp.161-173.Joiner J. and P. Poli, 2005: Note on the e�ets of horizontal gradients for nadir-viewingmirowave and infrared sounders. Quart. J. Roy. Meteorol. So., 131, 1783-1792.Nuissier O., V. Duroq, D. Riard, C. Lebeaupin and S. Anquetin, 2008: A numerialstudy of three atastrophi preipitating events over Western Mediterranean region(Southern Frane). Part I: Numerial framework and synopti ingredients. Quart.J. Roy. Meteor. So., 134, 111-130.Pagano T., H. Aumann, S. Gaiser and D. Gregorih, 2002: Early alibration results fromthe Atmospheri InfraRed Sounder (AIRS) on Aqua. Proeedings of the SPIE'sThird International Asia-Pai� Symposium on Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere,Oean, Environment and Spae,Hangzhou, China.Pagano T., H. Aumann, D. Hagan and K. Overoye, 2003: Prelaunh and in-�ight radiomet-ri alibration of the Atmospheri InfraRed Sounder (AIRS). IEEE Trans. Geosi.
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